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Cosmic Glow

 “So living together and marriage isn’t that important here?” Malinda asked innocently. 
She had black hair, dark eyes, and light but not too light skin. She claimed to be from South 
Africa, and affected a convincing accent. However, that was quite far from the truth. She was 
what was best described as an anthropologist, while she was from a world many lightyears away.
 “Depends on were you are!” Jack responded.
 Linda tenderly grasped his arm. “But we are getting married soon, Jack!”
 They sat in the cafeteria having lunch on Friday. While the two had lunch together for a 
long time, Malinda only joined them for the past week. All three were from different 
departments, while it was merely the coincidence the three all had lunch together. Malinda, 
whose real name was similar, did find the two interesting subjects.
 “I guess South Africa’s a conservative place!” Jack said lightly.
 “Depends on where you are, Jack,” she pleasantly smiled. She glanced at her watch. 
“Well, maybe we could continue this after work?”
 “OK!” Linda agreed. The fish out of water backstory worked very well on her on Earth, 
while Jack would follow Linda into a blackhole.
 “Uh … Riker’s Bar is just down the street,” Jack offered somewhat uncomfortably. “Been 
a while since I’ve been to a bar …”
 “You have no idea how shy this guy is, Malinda!” she teased.
 Malinda smiled pleasantly. She always had good instincts whenever she chose subjects. 
Yes, they coincidentally met during corresponding lunch breaks, but she saw something special 
with them. As already partly confirmed, they weren’t atypical Humans, but they also gave her a 
strong insight into that. Atypical wasn’t what she really wanted, while it was a mandatory 
baseline. She was one of the best researchers in her field, no matter how modest she was back 
home!
 The alien researcher made her way to the bar after work. In an effort to appear unwound 
and attractive, she unbuttoned her blouse to show off almost half her cleavage. Though certainly 
not the case for every Human, Jack and Linda should respond positively to casual and attractive. 
Her next data points required her to observe Humans in more natural surroundings. Humans 
often don’t respond well to strangers peeping in their widows -- Jack and Linda were no 
exception, so the direct approach was required.
 Linda and Jack were already lightly chatting at the bar with red wine before them. It 
wasn’t particularly busy that night, but it was enough to speak up a bit. They flagged Malinda 
over, saving a seat for her. Malinda hung her black purse and sleek black overcoat over that 
stool’s backrest. To no surprise to the researcher, Jack instantly noticed her more visible 
cleavage, but to the researcher’s fascinated surprise, Linda clearly noticed as well. She also 
strategically sat in a way that pulled her dress upward, better exposing her long, firm legs. Again, 
to her fascination, they both noticed.
 The bartender walked over to the new customers. 
 “Oh, I’ll just do a lager. Don’t think you’ve got any of the brands I’m used to!” She 
wasn’t really lying. Her world had their version of alcohol, but it was more than doubtful she 
would find it at a Human bar!



 “So what kind of beer do you like where your from, Malinda?” Linda asked.
 “Well, I don’t drink that much, but I’m partial to that Windhoek Lager,” she replied 
casually, having done her homework on South Africa. Malinda sipped the beer presented to her. 
“Close enough!”
 “Good!” Jack lightly laughed.
 They talked more about their lives, their company, while comparing countries. It was 
good, informative for Malinda. She was going deeper into Jack and Linda’s personal lives. It said 
that her friendship with them was growing. An excellent data point!
 They ordered another round, while Jack offered to pick up the whole tab. Malinda 
calculatedly didn’t accept at first, but relented. They talked more, and finished their drinks.
 “Hey, Jack,” Linda playfully nudged, “ask her to come over for dinner.”
 He smiled at his love. “All right.” He turned to Malinda. “Hungry?”
 “I guess, sure.”
 “Linda tells me I’m not a bad cook,” Jack stated. “We’d be happy to have you.”
 “Oh, sure.” Malinda did enjoy Human food, but that may be out of her holding a Human 
form. “Honestly, I don’t normally impose …”
 “It’s fine, Malinda,” Linda assured, while friendlily placing her hand on Malinda’s taut 
hip. “I get the impression you don’t do much in that apartment!”
 “No,” Malinda shrugged in confirmation. “Lead the way, I guess!”
 They made their way to the city’s subway. It was noisy, so they couldn’t talk very much. 
About half an hour later, they were at the edge of the city, and made their way to Jack and 
Linda’s sedan. The two were logically carpooling ever since they started living together. And five 
minutes later, they made it to the modest house.
 They took Malinda’s jacket, and offered her to sit, along with a glass of wine. “Thank you 
for inviting me here. I didn’t expect this …” That was true. Inviting such a new friend over from 
work didn’t seem all that common. Sure, Malinda wanted to be invited into their home, but not 
so quickly.
 “Are all South Africans so sheepish!” Jack teased.
 “Not all Americans are assholes!”
 Malinda smiled, and sat on the couch, crossing her long legs.
 “We never get to host friends, and you always seemed so out of place here,” Linda stated.
 Malinda smiled, and took the large glass of red wine. “Well, thank you all the same.” She 
always assumed she would be out of place, so the trick was always to find a logical excuse for 
that, allowing her to be more relaxed whenever that observation was made.
 “Well, any food allergies, Malinda?” he asked lightly.
 “Err, no.” While not always the case on these expeditions, Human food proved palatable, 
more or less.
 “Great! I’ll be in the kitchen if you guys need me.”
 “He really does like cooking,” Malinda observed. Her research indicated that the 
“classic” construct was for a female to do the cooking and housework. However, that was 
obviously waining for decades for many Human cultures. 
 “Cooking is his best kept secret! I all but asked him to marry me the first time he cooked 
for me.”



 Drinking the wine, the two talked more about their lives. Malinda liked to think she was a 
great fabricator of backstories, but there were limits. It was always hard to not sound like some 
textbook. She grudgingly admitted that the alcohol aided in the believability, knowing Humans. 
They indeed were working down the bottle (Jack snuck in for a glass once or twice). Linda 
eventually noticed how well Malinda held her liquor. Malinda was fairly sure that was thanks to 
the serum that made her temporarily Human, more or less. Still, it was far from one-hundred 
percent. Malinda shrugged it off, and Linda had no obvious suspicions.
 They soon sat down in the dining room for dinner. It was seasoned, breaded chicken, with 
shedder mashed potatoes, and broccoli. They talked more, and drank more.
 “Shit,” Malinda said, rubbing her eyes. “I think I’m really drunk …” It was an 
unexpected but worthwhile data point.
 “That’s OK, we are too,” Linda laughed.
 “Couldn’t hold that liquor forever, I guess!”
 “Malinda, if you wanna stay the night, it’s perfectly fine with us,” Jack offered.
 “I guess so. I didn’t even drive here! … Was this your evil plan?”
 They laughed.
 “Of course not, Malinda,” Linda answered honestly. “I expected to be driving you back to 
the station after we were done. We got a guest room, so it’s not a big deal.” 
 Malinda helping, the three of them set up the guest room. They all agreed to turn in early 
to sleep off the wine. Not long after, Malinda removed her tablet to record her experiences of the 
day.
 She was having a little trouble writing and seeing from the alcohol. Her nightly serum 
shot should take care of that, but she needed to record how she personally felt in comparison to 
the observations of her hosts.
 Not long before she finished, her eyes felt very funny, while her skin became tingly. 
Malinda was reverting to her alien form. Still, she wasn’t finished with her log. Being an oxygen 
breather regardless, she removed her clothes. Her natural form wasn’t exactly going to fit the 
Human attire.
 By the time she finished, Malinda was about ten percent of the way to her real self. Her 
eyes were a strong red with black dots, skin hardening into a scaly exoskeleton, and grew almost 
a foot taller. She missed seeing with her own eyes, which traded violets for inferred. So, she was 
in no rush to prepare the serum. She lay back, stretching, and looked at the bumpy plaster 
ceiling.
 Suddenly, there was a nock on the door, and it opened. Malinda jumped up on the bed to 
see a shocked Linda, who was innocently checking on her guest before going to bed. She wasn’t 
a host very often, while she certainly didn’t expect her guest to spend the night. And now …
 “Uhh … Linda, just stay calm,” she said as disarmingly as she could with her true, 
resonating voice.
 “I think I drank too much,” she slurred quietly, wide eyed. “I did drink too much …”
 Before Linda turned away, the enlarged Malinda stood, and guided her to the bed.
 Malinda sat next to her calmly. This was always a probable issue, which she normally did 
not have. The alcohol was the variable, which may be an advantage at this point. Loose 
procedures were long in place. “Linda,” she resonated. “Alcohol is not a hallucinogenic. I am not  



Human. Now, I cannot erase your memories, even if I wanted to. I can, however, make you go to 
sleep. I will do that. There will be no cliches here, Linda. Tomorrow, I will fully explain myself. 
If you and Jack are willing, my relationship with you both does not have to end at this point. I 
chose you and Jack, because you are both very rational minded. Please, prove that to me.”
 Malinda was in utter disbelief.
 Linda shuffled through her purse, and removed a patch. “I’ll briefly place this on your 
neck for you to sleep calmly tonight. It may alleviate the hangover, too …”

 Back in full Human form and yesterday’s outfit, Malinda sat patiently on the couch that 
morning. She thought very carefully about what she was going to say to her hosts. The danger to 
her was obvious. If her next words and actions were not alleviating, there was a high probability 
she would be trapped and prodded by less than rational Humans. Plus, she promised that there 
would be no cliches!
 Linda and Jack walked into the living room in their night clothes. Jack seemed confused, 
while Linda still in disbelief, albeit less debilitatingly.
 “Linda said you had something to tell us …?”
 “Yes, I do. You were definitely not dreaming last night, Linda,” she said as passively as 
possible, cross legged. Any intelligent species is capable of poor judgement in uncertainty and 
ignorance. Being passive, she hoped, would help calm her Human hosts.
 “You’re really not Human?” Linda asked uncomfortably.
 “I am not. My real form won’t exactly terrify you any more than a deep sea fish, but I 
can’t exactly walk around looking like that!” she smiled. Her speech still had the same overall 
inflections as before. Basically, that was how she taught herself English.
 They sat on the love seat next to the couch.
 Seeing them still confused, she continued, “I am what is synonymous to your cultural 
anthropologists. I am one of many exo-species researchers from my world. You can find many 
intelligent beings in this part of the galaxy once you learn how to manipulate wormholes or 
whatever the method. There is no planned conquering or abductions. Even your species is 
starting to learn that war isn’t always good economics!”
 “This is crazy …” Jack said shaking his head.
 Linda put her hand on his forearm. “I did see her last night, Jack …”
 “Yes. I was partly reverted to my real form. I have a serum that makes me physically 
Human, mostly. I wanted to take notes on the intoxication experience, along with your 
hospitality. I think I held my liquor pretty well a for a faux-Human! Still, not well enough. My 
impaired judgment allowed me to procrastinate on my daily serum that makes me look normal to 
you.”
 “Then I walked in …” Linda said quietly.
 “Yes,” Malinda sighed. “One of the reasons why I chose you was because you were both 
very even headed. So, on the off chance you caught me, you wouldn’t turn me into the next alien 
autopsy video.”
 “No cliches …” Linda reiterated.
 “It’s up to you to keep it that way,” Malinda stated seriously.



 “You were right, Malinda,” Jack said amazed. “I don’t think we’re gonna call anyone. We 
did let you in, and I certainly don’t remember you shoving an ovipositor in me!”
 “That’s not quite we do it!” Malinda laughed.
 “I guess I’m just unhappy we really don’t know who you are …” Linda said.
 “In these cases, I am allowed to let the research go both ways, provided you don’t reveal 
me to anyone else. For many intelligent species, including yours I hope, being fully truthful now 
may be redemptive.”
 “All right, so what’s next?” Jack asked.
 “Well, as I said, a lot of that is up to you. I’ll answer any question truthfully on your end, 
and if you’re willing, you can help me with my last data points.”
 Linda asked, “So, what do you really look like, Malinda?  … Oh! That is really your 
name, is it?”
 “Malinda is close enough to the first part of my real name. Our names are rather long 
winded, and are difficult for even us to pronounce sometimes. And, my real form shouldn’t freak 
you out, as long as you stay calm. I will let myself revert fully for you two tonight to satisfy your 
curiosity. Your air is thin for my real lungs, but I should be fine. Just close the curtains.”
 “What’s your last data points?” Linda asked.
 “Human sexuality.”
 “You want us to have sex … while you watch?” Jack asked, more intrigued than he 
wanted to admit.
 “Yes,” Linda stated. “For you, knowing I was there is probably better than the alternative. 
I knew this was going to be a difficult data point, but knowing who I really am may be 
beneficial.”
 “Jack doesn’t want to admit it, but you watching isn’t that big a deal to him. Have you 
studied our internet? Our generation is programed to be voyeurs and exhibitionists!”
 “Fascinating!” Malinda exclaimed.
 “Well,” Jack started awkwardly. “How do you guys, uh, do it?”
 Malinda smiled. “The ideas are the same, and there may even be compatibility between 
us with caution and improvisation. Like you and many other species, we have sex for both 
pleasure and procreation. I ascribe to the theory that it is evolutionarily advantageous, and why 
so many have it as pleasurable. Makes you like mating, gives a means of psychological relief, 
and even a natural path toward birth control. Anyway, we have three biological genders, and a 
fluid sexuality, meaning we typically can feel attraction to any gender. Our extremities are our 
source of most pleasure. I can better show you tonight. The female gender, to best describe in 
your terms, is the one that holds the young, and is given the seeds through a normally closed 
oreface from behind. The male may provide that seed, as well as our third gender, which is very 
loosely synonymous to what you may call intersex. It is a pleasurable experience, but like I said, 
the pleasure is best in the extremities.”
 “Does your intersex look both male and female?”
 “No. I will best explain when you see my true form, which is female. The intersex gender 
originally initiated sexual relations between the other two. While tradition dictates that’s still 
true, most biological components of that faded over many millennia, probably due to developing 
sexual fluidity.”



 “I think we better have breakfast before this becomes too much!” Jack stated.
 “Sure! I really do enjoy your food, at least in your form. My race tends to consume 
mostly sugar rich liquids!”
 They talked most of the day about each other, their races. Humans and Malinda’s race 
appeared to have more similarities than differences, at least in concepts. They talked about 
everything from society to sex. Indeed, Linda revealed that she was bisexual, which was 
something she would only reveal if asked. Malinda was consistently fascinated by how Humans 
sometimes fail to embrace a less than black and white sexuality, while that causes others like 
Linda to be quiet about it.
 During dinner, they began to talk about Malinda’s real form.
 “To be honest,” Malinda stated, “we’re definitely more akin to your insects, not that 
there’s any Earth genetic line that matches exactly. Perhaps the mosquito lineage may be roughly 
synonymous, but I’m no geneticist! Exoskeleton, ectothermic, compound retinas (evolved from 
compound eyes), four limbs like you, eight digits on what are synonymous to hands, and twelve 
largely vestigial digits on the feet. That’s the overall idea of what you’ll see later. There are very 
distinct gender differences. Intersex tends to be the largest, followed by females, and males, 
while males have what you might call an ovipositor.”
 “You said your extremities are where you feel pleasure?” Linda asked curiously, sipping 
at her wine.
 “Yes. Our hands and feet. There are nerve bundles that must be stimulated to start the 
pleasure. I’ll just show you later. There’s a good chance you’ll be receptive to the pleasure of my 
race. Ninety percent of the time, it has been found that races that also derive pleasure from sex 
are compatible through pleasure. As far as I know, there are no natural means for procreation 
between races as different as ours, so you wouldn’t have to worry about anything on my end. No 
diseases could be transferred, even if any of us had any! Gotta be in peak condition for space 
travel, you know.”
 Linda finished her third glass, and asked, “So on observing us making love …”
 “Oh, I can actually mask myself so you won’t see me in a darkened room, if that’s more 
comfortable for you.”
 “We’d still know you’re there …” Jask said awkwardly, turning to Linda.
 “It’s all right, Jack,” Linda said before giving him a deep smooch. “I didn’t plan on sex 
this weekend, but I know you’re much more interested in this than you’re putting on!”
 “Well, I guess, yeah …” he admitted with a subtle chuckle. “Are you OK with it?”
 Linda pulled him in for a deep kiss, with just a touch of tongue, which she knew would 
drive him wild. “What do you think?” She turned to the alien masquerading as a gorgeous 
women, and said sultrily, “Enjoy, you sexy mosquito!”
 Linda kissed Jack even more deeply, before they made their way to the bedroom. Linda 
was showing a bit more dominance sexually, and that fascinated Malinda, who knew it could go 
either way or even equally.
 They soon made it to the bedroom, lips rarely leaving their lover, and pealed off their 
clothes in a controlled voraciousness. They wanted each other as much as they wanted the 
moment to last. Very stealthily, Jack rolled on a condom, and the two rolled onto the half made 
bed.



 At first, Jack was leading on top with slow passionate thrusts. They moaned and cooed 
happily. But soon, Linda flipped him to his back to lead herself. On her knees, feeling her 
sensitive breasts, she thrust her hips sensuously. While Jack was lost in loving pleasure, Linda 
ever so subtly looked back to their curious guest with a smirk. Lips and tongue soon intertwined, 
and they lovingly came together.
 Jack and Linda lay next to each other, lightly petting in the afterglow.
 “Loving enough for ya?” Linda breathed toward Malinda.
 Malinda happily walked over to the bed. “That was very good. Much can happen from 
there, I can tell … Would you two mind … something more?”
 “More?” Jack asked curiously, glancing at Linda.
 “I’d like to experience pleasure in Human form, if you two are willing,” she said bluntly, 
hands fidgeting with her buttons.
 “I’m OK with it, as long as Jack is. We’ve gone this far, right?”
 Jack nodded with an odd, ever so lustful smile.
 Linda lovingly kissed Jack, before stealing the first kiss with the amazed Malinda. “I 
hope I’m not too rusty, Malinda! Haven’t had sex with a woman in more than a while.”
 “That was a hell of a kiss!” Malinda exclaimed, quickly unbuttoning her blouse.
 “Kiss her, Jack. Don’t be shy!” Linda offered.
 Jack somewhat tepidly began to make out with the wanting Malinda. After a few 
moments, he quite aggressively began to wrestle with her tongue.
 “Wow!” Malinda exclaimed happily. “Human lust seems to rival our own!”
 With Linda’s help, Malinda’s clothes were a distant memory. Out of habit, Jack began to 
replace his condom, but Malinda convinced him it won’t be necessary by a single touch.
 “Oh, Jack, let me taste her first!” Linda requested excitedly. “You know how holistic I am 
with women!”
 Without resistance, Jack let Linda explore the faux-woman. She liked women more than 
Jack! She kissed and licked down Malinda’s taught, quivering body, paying special attention to 
the full breasts. She moved downward with her mouth hands and tongue, teasingly avoiding the 
warm pussy, while savoring the well toned legs. Eventually, she drooled all over Malinda’s feet.
 “Hooo … I would’ve exploded if those were my real feet! You’re amazing, Linda,” 
Malinda deeply complimented.
 Linda then kissed and licked her way down to Malinda’s now moist pussy, and 
consumed.
 “Oh, wow … ERRRGUH …” Malinda cooed. “Fucking get over here, Jack!” she 
requested excitedly.
 Jack and Malinda happily, deeply kissed, while Linda started to finger the pussy. In the 
moment, Jack straddled Malinda’s open mouth, offering his solid member. Sucking on 
extremities her thing, Malinda figured out what to do rather quickly. She consumed the whole 
member unabashedly, bobbing her head. Being a bit different from what she was used to, it took 
a few moments to adapt, but when she did, her mouth was bliss. At the same time, Linda ground 
her dripping pussy on Malinda’s warm leg. They all moaned and grunted all but in time. It was 
good that Jack started after his lover, because Malinda was sucking better than any woman he 
knew! Distinctly out of sync, they came joyously one after the other. 



 They soon lay next to each other with Malinda in the middle, feeling the afterglow.
 Seeing Malinda licking her lips and wiping cum off her face, jack apologized, “Sorry … I 
usually give a warning …”
 “That’s OK, Jack!” Malinda said, subtly gurgling cum. “We can do similar things where 
I’m from!”
 “Looked like a hell of a blowjob!” Linda teased. She was a little surprised she was all 
right with that.
 “You two are wonderful,” Malinda complimented. “With all the excitement, I should be 
reverting in at least an hour. Should be enough to catch our breath …”
 The hour passed quickly. Jack and Linda were excited and nervous to see Malinda in her 
true form. Malinda assured them that they wouldn’t be terrified “like in the movies,” but it was 
something neither of them ever saw.
 Without a word, Malinda laid back, and slowly began to change. While growing ever so 
slowly, her skin began to calcify, and turn lightly green. Her eyes turned red all around, while the 
black dot at the center began to bud off into more dots. She brushed her almost scaly hands along 
her scalp, pushing off the hair in a single mass, and putting it aside. She was already seven feet at 
least, taller than her hosts. Her white teeth than began to fuse into a single bone, and nose and 
ears partly recessed into her head. Fingers elongated, as extra toes appeared. When she was done, 
she certainly looked positively insectoid, while her light green exoskeleton looked almost like 
interlocking armor. External eyelids gone, she blinked using an inner eyelid. 
 To Linda and Jack’s amazement, Malinda really did look a little like an Earth mosquito, 
albeit wingless and massive! If one stretched their definition of female to the extreme, that’s 
what one would see, while her breast-like chest certainly helped. It also helped that they both 
saw her transform, and that she said she was a female of her race.
 “So much for little green men …” Jack breathed. He was overwhelmed, but as he was 
told to expect, he wasn’t exactly terrified.
 “Men can be as small as you in my race, Jack,” Malinda teased in deep resonating tones. 
Her deep green lips appeared to still be something synonymous to skin.
 “You use vibrations to speak, like us …” Linda observed.
 “Never said I wouldn’t! To be honest, you’re verbal language is actually more 
complicated than mine. We rely more heavily on physical expression,” she said while waving her 
hands. Ironically, she was yet to fully master physical expression of Humans, it not necessarily 
consistent. “Now, to show you my race’s pleasure. In your terms, I’ll be masturbating, to be 
blunt. I first need to stimulate the appropriate nerve clusters, then all you need to do is watch.”
 Jack and Linda watched intently, occasionally glancing at each other. On her apparent 
wrists, she fingered under the hard exterior, doing essentially the same thing at her apparent 
ankles with her toes. She soon began to rub her feet and hands together, making deeply loud 
growls, while her inner eyelids uncontrollably fluttered. After a few minutes of the clear 
pleasure, her exoskeleton began to shine with a golden luminescence. In a powerful, guttural 
scream, she exploded with light.
 The energy orgasmically passed through Linda and Jack. It was mind numbing, and as 
good as the best orgasms of their lives.



 When his eyes finally focused on the hard shelled, alien Malinda, Jack exclaimed, “Holy 
shit! … I’m, I’m sexually attracted to you now, Malinda!”
 At first amazed by Jack’s comment, Linda looked over with equal amazement. “Fuck! 
You’re really hot, Malinda! How is this possible?”
 Malinda affected a smile. “It means you are completely compatible with our form of 
pleasure. The energy told your mind and bodies that I am a female that can give pleasure, and 
your mind and bodies understood. This means, if I’m careful, I can give you pleasure like any 
member of my race.”
 Hands and feet still glowing and active, Malinda crawled over to them on all fours. She 
then placed her glowing hands on Jack’s throbbing cock and Linda’s we pussy. The hard yet soft 
exterior of the hands somehow enhanced the sensuality! She rubbed and stroked. While the 
pleasure was expected for Malinda, Jack felt their pleasure zones stimulated in an unexplainably 
joyous way. They all moaned and grunted, while the Humans’ minds turned to mush. It was 
almost too much for them, but they somehow handled it. In some ways, is was as good as any 
sex they ever had, but the different feel of it all is what made it so amazing.
 “OH-Yah … I can feel how close you both are. I should be able to prolong it so we cum 
together. I don’t think I’ll be too much for you!”
 She stopped moving her sexually activated hands, and began to pleasure with the glow 
alone. It flowed in a slow, distinct pattern. “Good … that’s it … Any moment now …” Malinda 
breathed.
 Malinda’s whole body began to glow, while she closed her eyes. The energy implanted 
within the Humans began to make them glow from the pleasure like Malinda. Then, in near 
perfect time, they all exploded with pleasure in their own ways, while the light exploded out of 
all of them and into their lover’s bodies. They could feel the intermingling energy within them, 
enhancing the pleasure in the deepest of ways.
 Linda and Jack almost couldn’t believe how bright they glowed. It soon faded, and they 
were all in a true afterglow.
 “Now,” Malinda breathed. “I want you two to mate with me …”
 “What?” Linda barely asked in surprise.
 “It’s not what you two think … We’re too dissimilar for the mating to be successful 
naturally. However … it’s still quite pleasurable -- more so possibly, and I can make it work with 
two females and a male.”
 “OK …” Linda agreed.
 Malinda passively lay on her stomach with her apparent rear raised distinctly. “Linda, 
look at my lower back right between my hips. You’ll see a small, almost out of place section …”
 “Yeah … It’s almost like a diamond shape, “ Linda breathed, feeling her arousal growing 
again.
 “Good, Linda. Rub it gently until you see it start to come loose.” Malinda was so lost in 
the moment already that she no longer saw it as research.
 Linda rubbed it lovingly, while already knowing exactly what she was about to reveal. 
Her eyes then went wide. “OK, Malinda, It’s definitely coming loose …”



 “Yes, you’re a natural! Feels great … OOOH … Now, carefully push your fingers under 
the end nearest you. It will open like a hatch. Then, stimulate the tight hole underneath like the 
vagina it is like.”
 Linda happily did as requested, the section lifted, still connected to Malinda at the top 
with flexible cartilage, and lay naturally above. Seeing the light orange, alien pussy, Linda 
slobbered all over her fingers, and began to rub the soft snatch. “Oh, yeah, Linda … That’s 
fucking awesome!” Malinda complimented. Linda soon added her lips and tongue to the flawless 
stimulation, making Malinda coo in tones so deep they were almost imperceptible to the Human 
ear. It certainly didn’t taste like any she ever knew -- even if the flavor was explainable, but it 
was far from bad. Indeed, Linda rather liked it! Soon, Malinda’s body glowed subtly. “OK, 
Linda,” she breathed. “You did amazing! Now, Linda, bring your pussy to my face, and I’ll start 
stimulating you in a moment.”
 Linda quickly crawled over, splaying in anticipation.
 Malinda looked over to the mesmerized Jack. “I’m ready for you, Jack. Mate with me, 
while I’m still in the moment!”
 Almost on a kind of learned instinct, Jack grabbed a new condom.
 Before he opened it, Malinda corrected, “Put it aside for when you’re with Linda next, if 
you wish. You know you won’t need it with me!”
 Jack placed the condom on the end table, and transfixed his eyes on the inexplicably 
more than enticing hole. He slowly inserted his throbbing member into cool, squishy hole of 
love. It felt nothing like a woman’s, let alone a hand. Yet, it was soft and inviting and tight.
 “Oh, FUCK,” Malinda exclaimed. “You Humans are so warm, I love it!” It took some 
concentration, but Malinda began to stimulate Linda’s pussy with her mouth a fingers. Linda 
moaned happily at the wholly alien attention.
 Jack slowly, experimentally began to thrust in and out. Soon, he thrust with a strong 
loving force. The flowing light along Malinda’s body began to follow the thrusts, until, suddenly, 
all the light flowed back into him in near orgasmic pleasure. It meshed with the light now rooted, 
making him glow brighter. He thrust back into her, and the enhanced light followed, making her 
deeply coo and growl in near orgasm. By the time he pulled back, the light was further enhanced 
by her. They flowed back and forth like this for several, painfully pleasurable moments. But 
soon, the energy flowed through them both at the same time, in an almost blinding glow.
 By the time Malinda could no longer concentrate through the pleasure, Linda was fully 
stimulated, lightly glowing like Malinda was. Linda, too, helped to maintain that stimulation 
until it could be satisfied by Jack. She was so successfully stimulated that Malinda somehow 
sensed the wonderful Human was induced to ovulate!
 Linda did not need to be maintained for long. At the point of orgasm for both Malinda 
and Jack, most of the glowing energy flowed to the crotch and pussy, causing Jack to painfully 
blow the largest load of his life.
 Jack almost passed out, falling on top of the hard, breathless Malinda. He just couldn’t 
catch his breath!
 “That warm cum feels so good … Now …” Malinda breathed though tiredness, “Slap on 
that condom, and do that with Linda … Oh, and on your way, would you mind closing me up?”



 Jack grabbed the condom and rolled it on, before he covered up Malinda’s overflowing 
vagina. He looked over to the lightly glowing and masturbating Linda. The sight somehow 
refocused him, the new energy more than helping. Linda, imitating and adapting the teachings, 
flipped over to all fours, ass slightly risen. The flowing pleasure only made her want Jack inside 
her.
 He crawled over, and stood on his knees. The fact that he always wanted to have sex with 
her doggy style was ironically lost on him right them. Masterfully, Jack thrust his cock into her 
dripping pussy. A part of him wanted to tear the condom away, but he overpowered that urge. 
Her light quickly started to follow the thrusts, as it did before, glowing more brightly every time 
it shifted bodies. They soon both glowed brightly with the same energy, and at the point of 
orgasm, the light flew into the exploding crotches.
 Jack and Linda made out while the remaining glow slowly dissipated. They felt closer, 
more connected than they ever thought possible. They looked over to the half sleeping Malinda, 
and felt the same, improbable closeness. Jack tossed the condom, amazed at how it didn’t burst 
from the sheer volume in it. They cuddled with her, and pulled the blanket over them.
 “I love how warm you Humans are …” Malinda muttered before they all passed out …
 
 Malinda wiggled out from the warm embrace of jack and Linda. She sat for a moment at 
the edge of the bed processing the night before. Did she go too far?
 "Morning, Malinda," Linda whispered, jack still asleep. She felt incredibly close to her.
 "Good Morning ..." She quietly replied. 
 "Where you off to?"
 "Going to slip into the Human suit. You like my real form, but a peeping tom might not." 
 She silently walked out.
 Jack woke up a several minutes later, and kissed Linda deeply. They felt so close that 
they felt like they were almost one being.
 "Where's our favorite Martian?" Jack asked lightly. 
 "Dolling herself up as a Human. A little paranoid with reason, I guess."
 After tossing on some clothes, they walked to the kitchen for breakfast. Back in human 
form, Malinda quietly sat at the table looking over her digital notes. They both silently admitted 
they inexplicably preferred her true form, before each giving her a loving smooch in turn. They 
sat across from her. 
 "You all right, Malinda? You seem distant this morning," Linda observed. 
 "I'm all right. My people just express emotions a bit differently: slight color changes 
mostly, if you can believe it!" She deeply sighed. "Firstly, I will come back. I have to."
 "What are you trying to say?" Jack asked concerned. 
 "I have more than I ever needed," Malinda started. "Time to go home and present the 
findings."
 "But you'll come back?" Linda simply didn’t want her to leave.
 "The gold energy you experienced last night is called the Glow. You were so compatible 
with it that your nervous systems accepted it as its own. I suppose me eating your cum is a poor 
analog. When we mated, the Glow fully intertwined in us all. On my world, the next step is 
marriage."



 "Are you married, Malinda?" Linda asked a little confused. 
 "No," she answered, affecting a smile. "It makes sense, you know. I chose you both. At 
some deep level I must've known you could mesh with me. I was so lost in the moment that we 
mated! ... What I'm trying to say is love transcends into the physical in my race. Pleasure is 
pleasure, but when a Glow meshes with another, love is certain. We can't live without each other 
for very long."
 "Is this gonna be a problem with your people?" Jack asked uncomfortably. He could feel 
a deep a love for her as he did Linda, so he needed to be sure Malinda would be OK. 
 "No, not really," Malinda answered. "We study other cultures in the hope of bettering our 
own. Interspecies love is not unheard of. It's only complicated with you, because we have strict 
laws against technological contamination. That means we'll live on your world more than mine. 
An exception will have to be made for you to visit my world. We'll get it, but it will take a 
while."
 "So what's next, Malinda?" Linda asked. 
 "I'll bend the rules by giving you a communicator, so we can be in contact. You just have 
to promise you won't do anything else with it. The communication will allow us to be separate 
for the year, but no longer. I'll present my research, and explain to the right people about our 
love. The Glow always takes precedence. Denying it in matters of love can be fatal. I will be 
made a permanent researcher of humanity. It's the only option. I'll live here most of the time, and 
normally report remotely."
 "How long will you be gone?" Linda asked, reaching out to Malinda's hand. 
 Holding hands wasn’t in Malinda’s nature, but she made an exception for the Humans she 
loved. "A year, more or less. Time is difficult to calculate accurately with intergalactic travel. 
You know I'm not that kind of doctor!"
 “You wanna ride to your ship?” Linda asked, holding Malinda’s hand tightly.
 Malinda nodded, affecting a smile. “Can’t show you the ship yet, but I’d appreciate the 
ride …”
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